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Shallow underpaid teachers are using kids as
captive audiences, and resentful of surrogate
parentage roles, fed up with campus politics,

mad at being talked back at, bury it all in endless ir-
relevancies on "bullying" and the kids buy it. 

Being blameless, they imply, these kids would
work everything out seamlessly if only the adults
would hide all the weapons from them. Real ma-
ture.

Meanwhile teachers, feeding the technology ad-
diction the kids thrive on, are starting to look like
THE SWAMP, complicit and diverting attention to
choices of weaponry.

But all the protest is prolonging their profession's
solidarity for continuity of employment by fueling
the political demogoguery. 

For nothing ---nothing--- is as political as a cam-
pus. No swamp is so remote as the demagoguery
enclosed within the singular constant on campus,
the impenetrable world of academic jargon.

The kids would have to admit it's their own lack
of fellowship turning cruel that’s at fault, that the
idealogical demagoguery they're becoming experts
at, learning fast from the woeful politics and news-
media of the day including CNN where this Hogg
kid's mom works, and hopelessly addicted to tex-
ting and games, that creates the senseless stress so
disturbing to children. 

It's stress among adolescents who secretly text ob-
sessively, play computer games repeatedly, over-
dose on Hollywood promiscuity, are confused
sexually, and forced along experimental syllabuses
redundant with lame politically distorted correct-
ness, who are not blameless.

Igniting schools are teachers who
came to believe in the politically cor-
rect pablum in Obama textbooks.  We
need less capitalism in teaching and
newsmedia, and more 
education and journalism

A concept is lost on Democrats who
forgot the basics of capitalism long
ago when they replaced "equal pay
for equal results" with "equal pay for
equal work." Work and results aren't
equivalents: one is a cost of doing
business, the other pays the bills.

Be human
Negroes are enslaved voluntarily. The American

Black culture directs their every thought, move. Its
sole purpose for existence was to relieve the trauma
of slavery and lynching, and it served that purpose
with singular reliance on symbolism. Now obsolete,
irrelevant, the culture is the major impediment liter-
ally enslaving the minds of those blacks left behind
while other millions just like them who disregarded
the old, have gone on to just be human, fruitful,
marvelous, loved, untormented by the abuses of an
ancient economic system that brought their ances-
tors out of Africa so long ago. Not much different,
thought admittedly difficult, from immigrants, the
course must be to learn to leave behind the lan-
guage and way of thinking ---it's all one package of
habits--- of the old.

No call to celebrate the misnomer
"planned" to describe meatball 
surgery covering carelessness

Blacks were an investment in a labor manage-
ment system and could not cleanly be eman-
cipated without crippling and unacceptable

financial loss, hence compromises. Nothing
changed about human rights per se. Attitudes were
an economic equation not values. Now is further
lack of change as blacks continue unnecessarily to
let their lives be run by a crippling Black American
culture whose main symbol-intense features relieve Patched up the crack in the Liberty Bell
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TThe whole idea of a chain as a newspaper man-
agement concept is that resources may be reallo-
cated from a paper with strong revenues to

another with weaker.  But which one of us, as readers, and
as citizens of a community, would be satisfied to have our
community paper weakened, its staff and supplies and its
ability to present a cohesive image of our community ac-
tivities to us all diminished, so that another community's
paper, belonging to the same chain, perhaps one more fa-
vored by a faraway corporate manager, would thrive?
This is why Hendry and Glades counties need a Sunday
News that they can truly call their own.

the traumatic pain of two abuses
of the labor that no longer exist,
slavery and lynching, to such
ridiculous extent that blacks
today pretend that slavery re-
mains. So, some things change,
others don't. Eleanor Roosevelt
ALONE brought blacks into the
Democratic Party. Civil Rights
of '64 passed a southern-domi-
nated Congress ALONE because
of '63 Dallas remorse. So things
change because one person
makes a difference. That's not
mob rule. That's the stability of
a republic in which decent peo-
ple express human values
through political orderliness, ci-
vility, grace and good will.

Activists never call for re-
straints on causes of unrest ---
that would be . . . . themselves

Russians 
hacking?
Just crack down on Democ-

rat candidates for president
keeping official state docu-

ments on their personal home
servers, and sharing them with
their jihadist girlfriends

The imported Texas mountain lions mis-
labeled as Florida panthers:

By Everglades photographer
George Mercado:

"This cat would kill you and
your grandchildren in a matter
of a few seconds. This isn't your
cute house cat. You have never
been in a cage with one of these
up close and personal. All it
takes is a few seconds and you
would be dead, that is how
deadly these animals are. They
are dying because of an over
population, and introduction of
a species that does not belong in
Florida. The Florida panther
bloodline has long been dead."

VA obsolete

Isee that a new group of
politicians have lost faith in
the current head of the VA.

In my view, the VA is a pink ele-
phant that needs to go. Some of
the facilities really try and they
so ok but still too many horror
story. Give our eligible vets a
card like Tricare which retirees
use that they just present to any
doctor, clinic or hospital and
they can bill the government and
get reimbursed at Medicare
rates. Same card would handle
their Rx needs too. Got to be-
lieve it would be cheaper, get a
layer of bureaucracy from be-

tween the Vets and the
providers. Other VA functions
such as determining disability
eligibility could be handled
some other more efficient way.
A cancerous organization in the
government can never heal it-
self, no matter how much money
or good leaders you throw at it.
—Jeff Barwick

Thomas Mann Jeff, You are
100% correct. I have received
treatment at 9 different Va Cen-
ters. currently Orlando.. Surgery
in 7 of them... Here is how I
would rate them. 5 of them are
unsuitable for my dog.... 4 of my
surgeries were a mess. WPB is #
3 Top Orlando # 1 Asheville NC
was rated the #1 service VA in
the country. I was a patient there
for 9 years, it ranks # 6 The
worse is Columbia SC All of
them are overcrowded

Rodeos

Rural foolishness can be
found where animals get
into trouble, granted. But

I've seen a rodeo where nine
cowboys gathered around an in-
jured steer which knew it was
being cared for, gently lifted it
onto a low transport trailer while
the rodeo in Moore Haven, FL,
paused until the animal was re-
moved for treatment. These ani-
mals are not terrified of contact
with cowboys, don't expect to be
hurt any more than the cowboys
they tumble around with, and
when the games are through
show signs of having enjoyed
the exercise and play. Cowboys
know and care for livestock and
wildlife with far better results
than, for example, government
bureaucrats. No one in Ameri-
can rodeo audiences shares the
cultural sadism prevailing in his-
panic bullfighting. Ranch chil-
dren of all ages, free of tatoos,
who raise, groom, show and
love livestock are watching from
the bleachers before doing their
barrel racing.

The loose
tongue of the
woman who
would be 
president

The former secretary of
state and presidential can-
didate Hillary Clinton

was quoted last week as criticiz-
ing the man she lost to 18
months ago as conducting an
“all-out” assault on American
values.

The only "all-out" attack oc-
curring is from replacement of
journalists with unremitting
propaganda offices senselessly
harrassing a duly elected chief
executive even as he goes about
daily instituting marvelous ma-
terial improvements lawfully
and with respect to established
religious values.

Core values of democracy are
free speech we trace to Martin
Luther's Protestant Reformation;
self-reliance we trace to John
Locke's principles of labor lead-
ing to property ownership; ac-
ceptance of election results with
dignity that permit the peace re-
quired to persist in working to
make our dreams come true.

Any facts? Every claim
Hillary Clinton makes is always
subject to proof. Freedom of
speech is paralyzed by her
friends in newsmedia ownership
of channels. Education has been
warped perversely by her no-
tions of political correctness.
Every program she advocated
has died of impracticality. She
was so unprofessional in her
handling of information and
emails, so loose with confiden-
tial matters, so casual under
oath, all rationality ceased as she
provoked outrage with her loose
tongue.

So very many people believe so
strongly that government con-
sists of "programs." End them

and their country ceases to
exist.

The teacher factor — 
violating the trust


